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The Harvest
NATICK COMMUNITY ORGANIC FARM’S 

Providing productive open space, farm 
products, and hands-on education for 
people of all ages, year-round.

How did you find your way to NCOF? It’s such a simple question, 
but it sparks good memories, and often stories involving laughter, 
learning, and more often than not, some manure.  

Lots of us first come to the Farm with our children so that they can see the 
chickens, or feed handfuls of grass to the goats, which leads to enrolling 
our kids in the classes here, like our summer programs. Lots of us come 
because we’ve heard that the Farm is a great source for reliable seedlings 
for our gardens, for real maple syrup, and for the freshest certified-organic 
peas. But whatever our initial reasons are, we soon find plenty other of 
good reasons for coming back, from watching the new-born piglets to 
craving good spring salad greens.

In this newsletter, we’ll be sharing news and updates of many projects and 
initiatives we have going on here at the Farm. But we’ll also be profiling 
several women from the NCOF community, and tell how they first found 
their way here. Their stories are as individual as they are, but united by a 
common thread of how their connections have inspired them to support 
the repair work to the barn, or support our teen programs, and our future 
plans for a Farm tiny house.

We’re also introducing you to Dudley and Sally Willis, whose family has 
farmed in Sherborn for generations. Being so close to the land has instilled 
in the Willis family a deep appreciation for growing food, and for the 
hands-on learning that can take place through agriculture, so much so that 
Dudley and Sally have just given NCOF an amazing gift-they’ve agreed to 
match contributions to the Farm’s Endowment campaign, for a total of up 
to $150,000! 

We’ve got a lot more about the Willis Family, and our Campaign, on pages 
6 and 7. But in the meantime, we’d just like to thank you for finding your 
way here-whatever your reasons-and for continuing to be part of our 
amazing and vibrant NCOF Community. Best wishes for a wonderful 
spring; come down and enjoy all the budding plants and the baby animals.

 Your Farmer,

 
Lynda Simkins, Executive Director

Thank you for helping the Farm grow! 
Please read about our Sustainability and 
Endowment Campaign on pages 6-7.
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NCOF’s home-grown timber-framer Mark Oteri has risen to the  
challenge of repairing our iconic structure, marrying traditional  
timber-framing techniques with modern-day know-how to make sure 
that our barn remains standing for future generations

 In January of last year, Mark started by repairing the animal stalls so that our 
pregnant pigs and sheep would have a safe place to give birth. Since then, he’s 
been painstakingly replacing old beams and floorboards and begun shoring 
up the foundation, pulled out of kilter by decaying support beams, often 
working nights and weekends to avoid inconveniencing the farmers. 

Like most building projects, this one has had its share of curveballs. Mark 
likens rot to icebergs: the worst of it always lurks below the surface. And 
Mother Nature hasn’t exactly been cooperative—last winter’s heavy snows 
shut down the saw mills, delayed work, 
and gave the whole project a bit of a kick 
in the pants when the very last of the 
melting snow caved in the greenhouse 
attached to the barn. 

Despite these challenges, Mark has 
made steady progress, at times assisted 
by Ethan Higgins, another proud Farm 
alum and timber-framer. 

And in a truly collaborative effort, the 
Farm community has rallied to provide 
the financial muscle needed for repairs. 

We would like to take this opportunity 
to thank the Highland Street 
Foundation for providing the crucial 
funding for planning the project and for 
carrying out initial repairs. We’d also like 
to thank you, our community members, for 
your very generous contributions to the barn’s 
repairs through our Annual Appeal (one of 
our best ever) and through our special Harvest 
Dinner “Fund the  
Farm.” 

 

Barn TLC 
Underway

Over the last several years our beautiful timber-framed barn,  
the very heart of our Farm, has really started to show its age.  
Two centuries’ of use, manure and water damage will eventually rot  
the most-solid oak of floor boards, and joists. 

> A replacement for a post’s rotten foot.

Repairs are progressing, though proving 
to be more extensive and more costly than 
anticipated. 

> Removing the original 8 x 8-inch   
 floor joists.



> Mark Oteri (left) and Ethan Higgins   
 (right) discuss repairs using a scale  
 model of the barn. Red areas are  
 timbers needing replacement.
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BARN REPAIR CHECKLIST
Completed = X        In Progress = P

X Create architectural drawings for 
structure and repair sequence

X Reconstruct animal stalls

P Replace rotted support beams, 
floorboards, floor joists and post 
bottoms

X Replace the barn greenhouse 
which collapsed under snow this 
past winter

Temporarily remove solar panels

Repair the roof

P Repair principle rafter in ridge

Remove and repair cupola

Reinstall solar panels

Reconstruct barn doors

Repair lofts

Repair concrete ramps

Install sheathing and trim

Home-Grown  
Timber-framer and former Teen Crew 
Leader Mark Oteri, 43, grew up down 
the street from NCOF, earning his first 
Farm paycheck as a ten-year-old for 
carpentry.  After graduating from Rhode 
Island School of Design, Mark studied 
timber-framing at the Heartwood School 
of Building. In 2010, he went to Poland 
with the Timber-Framers Guild to 
help create a replica of an 18th-century 
synagogue using traditional building 
methods. Ethan Higgins, 24, grew up 
in south Natick on his grandfather’s 
farm. He spent four summers working 
for Mark on the NCOF Teen Work 
Crew, where he helped to build the 
Farm’s nature center, market stand, and 
composting toilet. A 2014 graduate of 
Sterling College with a self-designed degree 
in Ethnodendrology, Ethan now works as a 
freelance timber-framer. 

A Rich Past 

The barn was first constructed in 1815 from local oak by John Bacon, a 
wooden pump maker. The trees fell during a powerful October gale.  Some  
of its timbers were likely sash-sawn at the water-powered mill operated by  
the Bacon family on Davis Brook, the Farm’s stream. Heavier beams would 
have been pulled into place by men working with teams of oxen. 

WINTER’S HEAVY TOLL   
In April 2015, the last of our 
winter’s record-breaking snowfall 
fell off the barn roof, caving in 
the attached greenhouse. We 
replaced it with a new one this 
past fall.

> The barn circa 1975 (left). There’s a man’s 
footprint, size 12, worn into the central 
floorboards, marking the spot of an 
unknown but highly repetitive task. Artifacts 
found during repairs have included the 
original wrought-iron barn door hinges, 
hand-wrought nails, a hand-numbered 
wrought-iron carpenter’s square (right),  
and a chisel for working stone.
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“A hidden gem...”

The Moores
Nikki Moore describes the Natick 
Community Organic Farm as a 
“hidden gem” that she originally 
discovered when her children Aidan 
(8) and Margaret (6) were smaller, 
when they sought out the Farm to 
see the animals. But the Moores have 
kept coming back to the Farm because 
of the strong connection they have 
developed here, and the possibility of 
learning something new on every visit. 
Nowadays, they also bring along their 
two-year-old Will.  

When we asked the family what is it 
about the Farm that is so special and 
keeps them so involved, Aidan lights 
up, and talks about the adventures he 
has had while enrolled at the Farm’s 
summer programming, picking 
the potato beetles, seeing the baby 
turkeys, and stacking wood with the 
big kids.  Margaret is a little bit shy 
at first, but once she starts talking 
about the bunnies, sheep, and the 
baby goats, she can’t hide her smile.  
Although she loves to visit the Farm 
to see the animals, she wonders out 
loud if maybe the animals could come 
to her house sometime, and play in 
the backyard. 

The Moore’s are members at the Farm, 
and visit regularly.  When summer 

Meet Our New Crop of Apprentices!
NCOF’s new crop of Apprentices in the Mentoring Teens through 
Agriculture program are rising to the challenges of year-long, on-farm 
learning and growing. 

Morgan, an eighth grader from Natick, manages to work at 
the Farm around his hockey and school commitments.  “I 
really like learning the specifics about why we are growing 
certain plants, or feeding certain feeds to the animals,” 
says Morgan. With a bit of coaxing, he adds that he’s most 
proud of the chicken feeder that he built by himself. “It 
can be filled by one person, and it prevents the hens from 
spilling their food.”

Tim, a freshman at Norfolk County Agricultural High 
School, is taking two buses to get to the Farm twice a week, 
but it’s worth it, he says, because he’s getting to apply what 
he’s learning in a hands-on setting. “Our school has a CSA, 
but it’s not organic,” he notes. “I like that I’m learning 
about organic methods at the Farm. I can really see how 
they differ.” 

Cori, a high-school sophomore from Framingham, can 
now set up grow lights, and run a chain saw and a chop 
saw with the best of them. “The chop saw was really scary 
at first,” she admits, “but now it’s actually fun!” If you can’t 
find Cori, try checking the greenhouse; you can often find 
her there working with the seedlings.

Alec is an eighth graders from Natick. He has been 
participating in Farm programs since he was six. “ I love 
doing everything with the animals,” he says, “and I think 
that I am learning good leadership skills and how to be 
independent.”

Morgan, Tim, Cori, and Alec are following in the footsteps 
of Georgia, Henry and James M., all of whom are now 
working as fully-fledged Farm employees, and former 
Apprentice Rusty Varrell, who is now enrolled in the 
Farm School’s Learn to Farm program in Athol. These 
young men and women “are great workers. They’re huge 
assets,” says Casey Townsend, NCOF’s Assistant Director. 
his fall, Georgia places to head to Europe to take part in 
WWOOF-that’s Worldwide Opportunities on Organic 
Farms-before heading to college in Australia; Henry will 
be heading off to college to study agricultural mechanics.

DOWN ON THE FARM: 

Notes and News...  

Continued on page 8

> Morgan

> Tim

> Cori

> Alec



Eggsellent Adventures
The Apprentices’ chicken tractor rental program has taken flight 

Since launching their portable coop rental program one year ago, the 
talented and enterprising teens in the NCOF’s Mentoring Teens through 
Agriculture program have rented out their coop to four customers in Natick 
and one in Wayland.  The lightweight, A-framed coop has a roofed roosting 
area and nesting box on one end and protected wire-enclosed run on the 
other. The floorless design allows chickens to scratch and forage on grass and 
insects and distributes their manure. 

The Apprentices will deliver 
the coop directly to your 
home, along with four 
chickens, care instructions, 
and two weeks’ worth of 
food. Just feed and water the 
chickens twice a day, and 
wheel the coop to fresh grass 
every few days, and you’ll have 
fresh organic eggs daily.  

To get their business off the 
ground, the Apprentices had to 
obtain a traveling permit from 
the Natick Board of Health, and learn to manage the pick-up and delivery 
schedule. “It’s been great experience for them,” says Farm Assistant Director 
Casey Townsend. 

Customers have crowed about their experiences.  “A fantastic learning 
experience for my kids,” said one, while another said, this has been “a great 
way to see if having chickens is right for us.”

Two-week chicken-tractor rentals cost 
$200, and take place from May through 
September. To learn more about how to 
bring these amazing birds to your home, 
please email theapprentices@gmail.com.

> James Meyer readies the coop for delivery to  
 a customer.

“Our source for good food.”

The Lorangers
If you ever lose ten-year-old Will 
Loranger at the Farm, try looking 
for him in the chicken coop.  Will’s 
mom Kristen has been bringing him 
and his sister Marley (8) to the Farm 
to see the chickens since they were 
little. The Lorangers are members of 
the Farm, and its CSA. When we met 
up to talk, both kids were attending 
summer programs, and the family was 
gearing up for a two-week stint with 
the Apprentices’ chicken tractor rental 
program.

As a skilled chef, Kristen enjoys 
feeding her family good food. One of 
the things that she appreciates about 
NCOF is being able to see first-hand 
where her family’s food is grown.  Her 
kids value those opportunities too. 
At school, when Will learned about 
factory farming, he was able to draw on 
his own farm experiences to compare 
how animals are raised at NCOF 
versus how factory farms rear them. 

Inspired by these opportunities to 
give something back, the Lorangers 
have made a gift to the Farm’s Teen 
programs and restoration of the 
barn through the Bucknall Family 
Foundation, which was started 
by Kristen’s father. The gift honors 
the values Kristen learned from her 
parents, ones that she hopes to pass to 
Will and Marley. 
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“ “A great way to see if having  
chickens is right for us!” 
     - Chicken Tractor Customer

> Will and Marley Loranger in their backyard with the   
 NCOF “Chicken Tractor”.
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NCOF provides an extraordinary educational opportunity for the community through 
the production of organic food and products.  Through farm work, NCOF educates 
individuals on their impact on the environment, empowers them as consumers, 
citizens, and community members, and demonstrates how to be good stewards of 
shared natural resources.

Our 
Vision

Now that our land  
is secure,  
and we have a  
thirty-year lease,  
we’re making  
long-term plans!

School educational programs $27,000

Refrigerated delivery truck $50,000

Tiny house $55,000

Barn restoration funds $125,000

TOTAL SECURED $257,000

With your help, we have secured: 

New property signs $15,000

New garden plow $2,500

New produce washing station $5,000

Improved irrigation system $50,000

Open box hydraulic bed for 
Farm truck

$8,000

Management of Farm’s 
Woodlands 

$10,000

Redesigning our website $20,000

TOTAL NEEDED $110,500

We are fundraising for these projects: 

Mentoring Teens through 
Agriculture

$40,000

Teen Work Crew $35,000

TOTAL NEEDED EVERY YEAR $75,000

and these educational programs:   

THE SUSTAINABILITY CAMPAIGN  
will maintain, improve, and enhance  
the Farm’s land, infrastructure, and  
current educational offerings.

THE ENDOWMENT CAMPAIGN  
will build a nest egg for the Farm, 
and help it remain true to its mission 
during challenging times.

GOAL

$2,000,000

Secured as of January 2016: 
$1,300,000

Farm supporters Dudley and Sally 
Willis (see sidebar page 7) have pledged 
a $150,000 Endowment contribution 
if we can raise $150,000 in matching 
funds from individual contributors, 
corporations, and grantors. 

TO CONTRIBUTE: Please consider 
making a contribution of any size to 
our endowment fund before December 
31, 2016.   You can give an outright 
gift of cash, stocks, bonds, or CODs. 
Or you can leave a legacy gift through 
your estate such as a bequest, insurance 
policy, retirement plan beneficiary, trust 
gift, real estate, or other assets. Just use 
the enclosed envelope. For additional 
information, or to see NCOF’s case 
statement, please please call or email Jane 
Harvey in Development at (774) 217-
8531 or jane@natickfarm.org. 
 
THANK YOU!



> You Can Help Us Rise to the 
Challenge and Usher the Farm 
into the Future!

TO CONTRIBUTE:  Please fill out the 
enclosed Pledge envelope and return it 
along with your payment. For additional 
information, or a full copy of the Campaign’s 
Case Statement, please call or email Jane 
Harvey in Development at (774) 217-8531 
or jane@natickfarm.org.

> Sally and Dudley Willis

> Sally and Dudley Willis 
Community Challenge!
Sally and Dudley Willis have 
pledged $150,000 towards the 
Farm’s endowment, in the form of a 
Community Challenge. The Willis Family 
invites NCOF supporters, local business 
owners, and the community to come 
together and match their gift, thereby 
doubling its impact, and ensuring that 
NCOF will be around to be discovered 
and enjoyed by future generations. A 
contribution of any size will be valued 
and appreciated.

Remembering  
George Ames
In many ways, NCOF’s cofounder 
George Ames was a larger-than-life figure. 
Towering over everyone at six foot three, 
and possessed with an amazing amount 
of energy, George volunteered tirelessly 
for a large number of Natick organizations including Natick Town Meeting, 
the Historical Society, Meals on Wheels, the Eliot Church, and the Lions 
Club. Yet it was NCOF, and the youth that it helped, that held a particularly 
special place for him. “The Farm meant so much to George,” recalled Mary 
Ellen Ames, his wife of 49 years, during a recent lunchtime visit to her home 
in South Natick. “It occupied much of his heart-felt time for many years.”

“George was a good old loveable Yankee,” recalls Brian Sullivan, who started 
out at the Farm as a 15-year-old at NCOF during its first year, 1974. “God 
knows that he gave the Farm a lot of flavor!” George spent over 20 years 
working alongside the early staff and youth workers, tending fields, mending 
fences, caring for animals, and tapping sugar maples, or doing whatever 
needed to be done. He used both his wit and his considerable connections to 
bolster support for the young project, and for the young people who worked 
for it. “At some point,” recalls Brian, “George realized that my dad was 
not around, and that I had no one at home to help me with things, so he 
stepped in to help me fix my car and do stuff.  And George knew everyone 
in Town, so he helped me get work at places like the old Williamson Cider 
Mill on Rockland Street.” 

When George passed in 
2001, Lynda remembered 
him in the guestbook 
this way: “You will be 
greatly missed, but the 
Farm that you started 
for the children of this 
community will continue 
to grow and prosper 
for many generations.” 
Today, George’s wife 
Mary Ellen Ames 
continues to honor her 
husband’s efforts with 

her annual contribution to NCOF. This year, she has also given NCOF’s its 
first gift towards meeting Sally and Dudley Willis Community Challenge. “I 
feel privileged to make a gift larger-than-usual to support the Endowment, 
in memory of George,” said Mary Ellen. “He believed in Lynda’s long-term 
goals for the future of the Farm.” 

> Lynda with Mary Ellen Ames, wife of George Ames.

> (L-R) Erik Simkins (now a first Lieutenant  
 in the US Army and serving in Afghanistan) 
 with George Ames, NCOF’s co-founder.
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Why is compost so important on 
the Farm?  
We make compost-decayed 
organic material that contains 
carbon and nitrogen-by mixing 
together specific proportions of 
our “leftovers,” like turkey manure, 
leaves, and garden waste. We then 
turn and water those ingredients to 
encourage them to break down and 
release their nutrients. As Lynda 
always says, “Compost is our Farm’s 
number one crop,” since it feeds 
our soil, which feeds our crops, 
which feed us!

Why did the Farm choose this 
particular design?  
The composting pad’s roof 
and floor keep nutrients from 
accidentally being washed out by 
rainwater. The floor also allows us 
to turn the pile with our tractor 
efficiently and hygienically. Having 
three bays means that we can store 
our raw ingredients in one bay and 
flip our cooking pile into another. 

How much compost can you 
make in a year?  
It depends on how diligently we 
add materials, and how they break 
down, but a ballpark figure is about 
75 cubic yards, or enough to fill 
up about seven commercial dump 
trucks. Buying that much compost 
would cost thousands of dollars!

How do the pigs help? 
The pigs turn the compost and 
make its texture a lot finer.  We 
encourage them to root and turn 
the pile by taking a long piece of 
rebar and ramming in deep holes, 
which we seed with dried corn 
and peas. When I come in in the 
morning, our two sows are always 
asleep on the pile, nose to nose in 
shallow furrows that they like to 
make. During the cold weather it 
must be like sleeping on top of a 
warm electric blanket.

Funding for NCOF’s composting 
pad was generously provided by the 
US Department of Agriculture, the 
Massachusetts Society for Promoting 
Agriculture, and the Greenleaf 
Foundation.

Swine Times
program enrollment opens up, 
Nikki is quick to sign up Aidan 
and Margaret, ensuring them at 
least a week or two at the Farm 
each summer.  Nikki warmly 
speaks about the connection she 
feels at the Farm, reflecting on 
her Mom, who began to garden 
and care for animals after a move 
from Philadelphia to a rural town 
in New Jersey that opened up 
outdoor opportunities.  The move 
suited her; Nikki describes her 
Mom as “blossoming” in the new 
environment.  Her grandfather 
always loved to garden as well; 
most recently the Moore’s have 
planted a garden in their backyard 
in Wellesley, instilling a greater 
understanding of where food 
comes from. Aidan, Margaret, 
and sometimes Will help out with 
the garden and see first-hand the 
cycle of planting, nurturing and 
harvesting.  Nikki is grateful for all 
the Farm has to offer, connecting 
her to the values her parents 
instilled in her, and enabling her to 
cultivate the same love and caring 
for animals and the earth with her 
children.

The Moores, Continued from page 4

NCOF Assistant 
Director Casey 
Townsend 
explains 
compost and 
how our pigs  
are helping turn 
waste into black 
gold

> A young visitor and our newest piglets  
 enjoy the spring sun!



A Farm Tiny House will offer  
lessons in sustainable living  
for us all

NCOF is making plans for a 
250-square-foot tiny house, one of 
the first in the area, to raise awareness of the practicalities and big impact of 
choosing to living small. Like most tiny homes, this one will be portable, 
and sit atop a wheeled trailer. It will also be equipped with a host of 
environmentally-friendly features, including a composting toilet and solar 
panels. 

The teens in our Mentoring Teens through Agriculture Apprenticeship 
program, which provides paid, year-round skill development and compre-
hensive on-the-job training to youth considering careers in farming, will 
take part in the construction, as teens have done in all the farm’s building 
projects. “Building a tiny house will be a terrific hands-on opportunity for 
them. It’ll be valuable for the public too, since they’ll able to stop in and 
see it being built, and go inside during scheduled open houses,” says Lynda 
Simkins, NCOF Executive Director. 

NCOF is grateful to Alex Prothero and the Austin Memorial Founda-
tion (see right), and to the Highland Street Foundation and the Sudbury 
Foundation for their support of this project. Thanks to Architect D. 
Michael Collins and to Ken Soderholm of Soderholm Custom Builders 
& Remodelers for their help with the design. 

> Tiny House sketches courtesy of D. Michael Collins

BIG PLANS   
T I N Y  H O U S E

“...I knew it was fantastic.”

Alex Prothero
Alex Prothero moved to south Natick 
from Somerville in an effort to be 
closer to the outdoors. Acting on a 
tip from a neighbor, she ventured 
out to NCOF with her husband and 
two young children. “I wasn’t sure 
what I had stumbled upon,” admits 
Alex, “but I knew it was fantastic.” 
Alex now regularly brings her kids, 
Charlotte (3 1/2) and Graham (19 
mos.), to the Farm so that they 
understand what a true working farm 
looks like. Having grown up in a 
rural community in New Hampshire, 
where her family owned a dairy farm 
just across the border in Vermont, 
Alex values the hard work, sweat, and 
the risk taking involved in farming. 
She also understands just how hard it 
is to attract and retain young people 
on the Farm. As a result, Alex has 
become an active supporter of the 
Mentoring Teens through Agriculture 
program through her family’s 
foundation, the Austin Memorial 
Foundation, and more recently, given 
a gift to construct the tiny house. 
Alex looks forward to the day when 
Charlotte and Graham are old enough 
to enroll in the Farm’s programming, 
and to passing along her appreciation 
for hard work and farming. 
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Tiny Farm House Opportunities

• hands-on building  
lessons for  
participating teens

• model of  
sustainable living

• public viewing  
during  
construction,  
farm visits,  
and future open houses

• a possible low-cost housing option for future NCOF intern, farmer
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May 15  Spring Spectacular

Aug 1   Turkey Reservations open  
  for current NCOF members

Sept 23  Harvest Dinner & Auction 

A tip of the hat to runners Ron Ayers, Terry Cobb, Lydia Han, Tara Kelly, 
Stephanie Luke, and Rebecca Susi for finishing the 2015 Boston Marathon 
on April 20! Collectively, the members of Team Farm logged hundreds of 
training miles through an incredibly difficult winter, and raised $27,144 
in support of NCOF’s Programs for Natick Public Schools.  Team Farm 
2016, which will be raising funds for the Farm’s Teen Programming, sports 
a few familiar faces: Ron Ayers is back for his second run, and Stephanie, 
incredibly, for her third. They will be joined by Julie Gianotti, Abby Luke, 
Ken Racicot, and Meredith Ruhl. We can’t wait to cheer them on on race 
day, April 18. Read the bios of Team Farm 2016 & donate to the cause at 
natickfarm.org.

2016 Dates to Remember

DOWN ON THE FARM: 

More Notes and News...  

 Our certified-organic seedlings 
make it to the Big Leagues...  
...in the new rooftop garden at Fenway 
Park. Green City Growers, which 
installed and maintained Fenway Farms 
on the roof along the third-base line with 
its partner, Recover Green Roofs, ordered 
300 trays of seedlings from NCOF both 
last spring and fall. Total output from the 
garden was about 4,000 pounds, possibly 
one of the best stats from the Red Sox’s 
otherwise lackluster season. May our 
2016 seedlings bring the garden and the 
team a fresh start!

Hoofin It for “Team Farm”!

GIVING BACK
Sawyer Helzberg, age 13, volunteered 
at NCOF after school this past 
year with his youth group from 
Temple Beth Elohim in Wellesley. 
When he made his bar mitzvah 
in November, his grandmother, 
Charlann Walker, honored him by 
making a contribution to the Farm. 
Then Sawyer himself chose to give 
his bar mitzvah money to the Farm’s 
Teen Programs, acting in the Jewish 
charitable tradition of tzedakah. 
Thank you Charlann and Sawyer for 
your generous and thoughtful support 
of our Farm’s teen programming.

> Lynda, Sawyer Helzberg, and his grandmother   
 Charlann Walker

> (L-R) Rebecca’s mom Elena, Lydia, Stephanie, Ron, Tara and Terry yucking  
 it up at our 2015 Runners’ Rally
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“ “I feel like I’ve become a better 
person working here. It’s given 
me so many life lessons, like don’t 
go backwards, just keep going 
forwards. The experiences you 
have here you can’t get anywhere 
else. Just wear gloves.” 
  - J.M.

Your Support
Keeps Open Space Productive

• 31 beautiful acres of productive 
open space, permanently 
conserved

• 16 acres of preserved and 
managed forest

• 2.5 acres of pastures and animal 
housing 

• 3 acres of gardens of vegetables, 
flowers and small fruits

• 1 acre of pond and perennial 
stream

• 2 hoop houses
• 2 green houses
• 1 historic barn
• 1 community workshop
• 1 sugar shack

Produces Organic Farm Products

• 40,000 certified-organic seedlings
• 15,700 pounds of certified-

organic produce
• 1,825 dozen eggs
• 1,000 bunches of certified-organic 

cut flowers
• 3,800 pounds of turkey

• 500 pounds of chicken
• 200 pounds of pork
• 200 pounds of honey
• 151 gallons of maple syrup
• 60 skeins of wool
• 40 full CSA shares and 15 half 

CSA shares

Provides Hands-On Education for 
All Ages, Year-Round

• 20,000 annual visitors
• 1,500 visits by school children 
• 384 volunteers for 4,296 hrs  
• 32 high-school community 

service participants
• 638 summer youth programming 

opportunities
•  9 business/group community 

service
• 24 Forest Gnomes 

(Waldkindergarten)
• 26 Teens
• 4 Apprentices

THANK YOU!
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Passing On Your Legacy  
Leaving a gift through your will shows your long-term commitment to 
preserving the Farm’s productive open space and hands-on opportunities for 
generations to come. You can leave any type of financial investment through 
your will. You can also designate how your gift is put to use, such as for a special 
project, or for the Farm’s endowment fund.  

If you decide to include the Farm in your legacy giving, we hope that you’ll 
let us know so that we can properly thank you. To learn more about Farm 
projects in need of funding, or the endowment fund, please call Jane Harvey in 
Development, at (774) 217-8531, or email her at jane@natickfarm.org 
Gifts we can accept: cash, stocks, bonds, certificates of deposit, real estate, retirement 
plans, insurance policies, financial accounts, and other financial asset.

“The true meaning of life is to plant trees under whose shade you 
do not expect to sit.”  
    - Nelson Mandela

“
www.natickfarm.org
 A 501(c)(3) nonprofit.      

With your help, we’ll 
continue to grow...

Natick Community Organic Farm  

117 Eliot Street

Natick, MA 01760


